The Angels Heard My Call
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We need to create magic every day. We should strive to be alive each moment of our lives. How many
people do you know that get lost in their work and life? We all do. We all get caught up in the trials of
maintaining our lifestyles, relationships and families. Sometimes, we lose perspective on why we are
here. Shouldn't we live each moment enlightened, letting in the light, and accepting help from our
angels?
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What a week! What a month! With no Free time off? What is free time off? I'm pooped! I love my career
because helping people makes me feel wonderful! I must have asked God for this work and I'm grateful
for this opportunity. My intuitive work is rewarding, and all- consuming at times. Of course, it's OK to
take time off to reward ourselves for our efforts. Today, I chose to give myself a catch-up day. I started
this morning, already tired from a very busy month. One day off, with many thoughts of how to
prioritize chores around my house in so-many hours. It's overwhelming, I thought, pouring a 3rd cup of
coffee to get my brain in motion. I reached for yesterday's mail and picked up an art supply catalog,
remembering how much I once like to draw and paint. Art pieces placed around the house reminded me
of the many compliments I've received in the past. One thought went to another, and I quickly forget
about my chores. My thoughts became "I need to start drawing the visions I'm seeing for my clients",
thinking of my mom who lives in Portland, Oregon.
I picked up the phone. And called, wanting to be put back "on purpose." I needed to touch base with my
mom, who loves me just "because." She retired a year ago as a professional artist in her working career,
and I was thinking of her because of this art magazine. She reminded me of a painting that I did in 1974,
of myself running on a beach. She then said, "You should start drawing again."
My angels were at work, creating synchronicity, because as I was thinking of drawing and setting up an
area to start painting again. Mom said, "How interesting you should call now, I was reviewing a book on
how to start painting, '11 Secrets of Artistic Success' written by Greg Albert.
I'm really getting excited with painting again and creating magic in my life. The angels knew I would
need a book just like that right now! She reminded me that just being alive was truly magic. That even at
her age, her reference to being retired, to find our on-purpose was magic. I said that doing what brings
happiness to our lives, brings purpose, if we want to truly live and experience continual magic in life.
Mom reminded me of Grandma Moses who started painting at 75 and continued until her death at 100.
Look at all the magic she continually created for herself and others. Grandma Moses truly understood
what being "on purpose" meant.

Sometimes we try too hard to find our purpose for our lives. If we relax and allow our angles to work,
they will direct us to contact the ones who will give us that little push, and the art of synchronicity will
happen.
We humans need and want to know that we are not alone and that the angels do hear our call. In a
moment of true invitation they will hear. We need not shout, complain or speak of not being heard.
When they give us a thought, it is up to us to follow through.
Thank you my dear angels for hearing me.

